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Purpose of the Housing Support Coordinator Guide 

The Waterloo Region Housing Support Coordinator Guide (the Guide) provides an overall 

framework and direction for the work of housing support coordinators (HSCs) in Level 4 

(Intensive) programs in the housing stability system - STEP Home (e.g., Street and Shelters to 

Housing Stability workers) and the CHPI Supportive Housing Program (for those staff providing 

housing support coordination coordination) (see Appendix A for further information on 

progressive engagement and support levels in the housing stability system).  The Guide was 

developed to begin to create a local standard of practice for housing support coordination 

based on best and promising practices.  Implementation of the Guide will promote consistency 

of person-centred service that will clarify roles and functions for program staff, 

participants/tenants and the community.   

 

The Guide will form part of the agreements for STEP Home and the CHPI Supportive Housing 

Program as of April 1, 2016 with implementation phased in over 2016/17.  It is recognized that 

more specific operating policies and procedures will need to be developed for each program 

(i.e., STEP Home and CHPI Supportive Housing) and that individual program providers or HBSWs 

may have further specialized approaches or tools that they use depending on variables such as 

housing type (e.g., self-contained, shared), general population they serve (e.g., youth, women, 

family), or the specific needs of the person or family they are serving.  

 

It is recognized that the housing support coordination approach is aligned with Housing First 

Principles,  STEP Home Principles and the CHPI Supportive Housing Framework. The Guide will 

continue to evolve with feedback.   

 

Housing Support Coordinator Role - Defined 

A HBSW is an organized and trained professional that acts as a positive change agent in 

holistically assisting individuals/families in achieving and retaining housing, while concurrently 

promoting awareness and strategies that reduce the likelihood of a return to homelessness in 

the future. 

 

Service Expectations 

Note that the following is an initial or summary list.  Again, specific operating polices and 

procedures will need to be developed for each program (i.e., STEP Home and CHPI Supportive 

Housing). 

 HBSWs program participants/tenants are received through the Priority Access to 

Housing Stability (PATHS) process.   

 HBSWs serve approximately 10-20 participants/tenants at one time (approximately 10 

for scattered-site STEP Home supports and 20 for fixed-site CHPI Supportive Housing).  

http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityprogramssupports/stephome.asp
http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/housing/CHPI-Supportive-Housing-Redesign.asp
http://www.housingfirsttoolkit.ca/key-questions1#1whatishousingfirst
http://www.housingfirsttoolkit.ca/key-questions1#1whatishousingfirst
http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityProgramsSupports/resources/STEP_HOME_DESCRIPTION_2012.pdf#STEP Home Description 2012
http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/housing/resources/1647197-v2-CHPI_Supportive_Housing_Program_Framework_June_2014.pdf
http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityplanningpartnerships/resources/1839162-v24-paths_process_guide.pdf
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Each HBSWs participant load should contain a balance of participants/tenants at 

different points along the Housing support coordination Framework and HBSWs should 

only be working with the number of participants/tenants that is manageable to 

effectively provide housing support coordination).   

 HBSWs have face-to-face interactions with participants/tenants in their homes - plan 4-8 

home visits each day (when not a “move-in” day or other obligations).  Home visits (or 

intentional meetings in CHPI Supportive Housing – shared housing) should be taking 

place at least once per week (and generally more often within the first month after 

initial move-in) for at least the first six months.   Time spent with each participant is 

guided by acuity level.   

 HBSWs work is documented, planned, sequential, and strategic (see Housing Support 

Coordination Framework on following pages). 

 HBSWs complete a full SPDAT at intake (prior to or at point of housing) which is updated 

once housed at one month, three months, six months, nine months and one year.  

 HBSWs will meet at least weekly with their supervisor/team (see Appendix B for RACI 

information that may serve as a tool to inform roles in the circle of support). 

 HBSWs will apply their unique skills in approaching participants/tenants in ways that 

work best for that person.  It is recognized that once a person is housed, they may go 

through periods of time when they will say they don’t want support.  HBSW will 

recognize this as part of the process and continue re-engagement attempts. 

 

What Housing Support Coordination is Not 

 A crisis response – nor is it crisis driven. 

 Doing things for participants/tenants – it is doing things with them (e.g., not answering 

their questions but helping them find answers for themselves). 

 A dependent relationship. 

 Without conflict. 

 A personal friendship (may have qualities of a friendship e.g., friendly, respectful, 

positive regard, learning from each other, etc. but has professional boundaries and is 

without reciprocal expectations).  Trust is built by doing professionally what you say you 

will do. 

 A destination (rather it is a process with ups and downs expected). 

 Perfect. 

 To “heal” or “fix” people but rather to work towards housing stability. 

 On-going (unless needed - completed when “Transition Plan” in Appendix R is completed). 

 

Required Documentation and Reporting  

The tools identified in the Appendixes are considered standard for all local HBSWs, must be 

completed with participants/tenants within the timeframe (or framework step) identified in the 
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Guide, and copies must be kept with the participant’s file.  Please contact Region staff if you 

wish to suggest changes to the tools or you are seeking approval to use an alternative tool that 

better meets your participant’s needs.  

 

As of July 2016, workers will submit by the fifth working day of each month, to the Region, the 

Monthly Reporting form included in Appendix B (note C1 for STEP Home and C2 for CHPI 

Supportive Housing as applicable) which has been approved by their supervisor. 

 

Housing Support Coordination Framework 

The housing support coordination framework includes five essential and sequential stages that 

align with phases 2 and 3 of the PATHS Service Pathway (see Appendix D):   

1. Housing 

2. Individualized Housing Support Coordination Plan 

3. Self Awareness 

4. Self Management 

5. Reframe/Rebuild 

 

These five stages are outlined in further detail below.  It is expected that HSC’s will follow and 

complete the steps in the above order with participants/tenants and utilize any of the tools 

outlined.  A general estimate or guideline for the number of hours HSC’s will spend with 

participants/tenants and the amount of time at each stage is included in Appendix E.    

 

1. Housing 

The first step is to support participants/tenants to find (with exception of CHPI Supportive 

Housing), as well as establish and retain housing with a focus on safety, basic needs (e.g., food, 

furniture and household goods), connecting with support, and relationship impacts.  Take a 

person-centred progressive engagement approach – through intense and frequent visits to 

understand and leverage their strengths and understand their needs.   

a) Discussions That Should Occur 

The “support” discussion should occur both prior to and when connected to STEP Home 

or CHPI Supportive Housing: 

 Ask about their interest in the type of program or housing they have selected 

 Ask them what they think supports will look like (and/or in case of CHPI 

Supportive Housing, what supportive housing looks like and explain what it 

means to be part of a supportive housing community) 

 Show them what a support plan looks like (see Appendix F) 

 Ensure that they are comfortable with a home visit (or room visit in shared living 

situations) 
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 Let them know your primary focus is going to be housing stability 

 Let them know honesty is the currency of success 

 The “responsible tenant” discussion should occur when connected to either STEP Home 

 or CHPI Supportive Housing Program, at move-in, and just before the end of the first 

 month in housing: 

 Payment of rent on time and in full each month 

 Not disturbing others in the building or the community (including managing 

behavior of guests) 

 Following the terms of the lease 

 Engaging appropriately with landlord or superintendent 

 Taking care of their unit (including not damaging unit) 

 Meeting with their HBSW 

 

b) Secure Housing (note: STEP Home only - CHPI Supportive Housing will have a separate 

intake and move-in process) 

 Searching for and securing housing may be supported by a street outreach and/or 

housing liaison worker.  Workers can also utilize the Waterloo Region “My Housing 

Plan” with further direction and associated support materials provided through the 

“Housing Plan Guide”.  Only units that have been pre-screened for minimum 

requirements should be shown to participants (see Appendix G1: STEP Home 

Minimum Requirements Scatter-Site Pre-Screen Unit Checklist).  

 Participants are accompanied to all viewings and are assisted with lease signing  

 Secure furniture together in advance of move-in and have it arranged for delivery on 

move-in day.   

 Assist with move-in.  Where possible, only do move-ins on Monday, Tuesdays or 

Wednesdays (if working Mon-Fri.) – one per day. 

 

c) At Move-in and First Few Days 

 Do a walk through – exude positivity - assist with cleaning and arranging for any 

further furniture and basic supplies.  Complete Appendix G2: Move-In Inspection 

Form to ensure they are aware of the state of the unit and safeguard them against 

any future claims for damage by the landlord. 

 Provide initial orientation to the building, review fire safety plan and safe use of 

appliances. 

 Make sure lock and keys work; discuss strategy for lost keys. 

 Before you leave, ask them three things they think may go wrong in the first few 

days and what they will do if those things happen so that they stay in their place 

(see Appendix H: Keeping My Housing). 

http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityplanningpartnerships/resources/my-housing-plan.pdf
http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityplanningpartnerships/resources/my-housing-plan.pdf
http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityplanningpartnerships/resources/my-housing-plan-guide.pdf
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 Ensure a visit is scheduled within two days. 

 Provide full orientation to building and neighbourhood within one week of move-in. 

 

d) 1st Month 

The following must be completed in the first month or as soon as possible after moving 

into housing: 

 What Does My Lease Say (see Appendix I); 

 Crisis Plan (one or the other - see Appendices J); 

 Budget (see Appendix K); 

 “Be Aware” Assessment and Plan (see Appendix L); 

 Personal Guest Policy (see Appendix M);  

 Full SPDAT (at end of first month) (see tools here – scroll to bottom of page); and 

 First Housing Support Coordination Plan (as other areas stabilize) – focussed on 

retaining housing (see Appendix F). 

 

e) Meetings 

 Arrange meetings as much as possible to occur at the same time each week. 

 Ask to have radio, TV, etc. off and to hold off on calls and texts. 

 Ask to have no guests present. 

 Be on time and stay on time. 

 Be present. 

 Open Questions: 

o remember “OARS” – Open questions we ask, Affirm, Reflect, Summarize 

o probe for information 

o avoid the question and answer trap 

o focus on themes 

o never ask three questions in a row 

o offer two reflections for each questions asked 

 Be strengths-based - focus first on any SPDAT items that were 0’s and 1’s and ask 

what is making them work. 

 Have the person identify the week before what will be talking about at the next 

weeks meeting.  Start each meeting recapping what you agreed to talk about and 

stick with it. 

 Can acknowledge to the person that “this may be hard for you”. 

 OK to note discrepancies (e.g., what person says and what you observe) and 

establish an honest environment. 

 

 

http://communityservices.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/communityPlanningPartnerships/Homelessness-to-Housing-Stability.asp
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f) Assessing Readiness for Next Phase 

 Attending more home visits then not 

 No impending eviction issues 

 First support plan has traction 

 Follows guest plan more often than not 

 Slightly reducing amount of time per week has not resulted in instability 

 

2. Individualized Housing Support Coordination Plan 

Once housing is stabilized, you begin working on issues that may be impacting housing, 

informed by current depth of need within the various SPDAT domains that the person wishes to 

work on.  The focus of this stage is life stability, meaningful daily activity/employment/ 

education, other systems connections and social awareness.  Continue to use the Housing 

Support Coordinatinon Plan template in Appendix F. 

 

a) Areas to consider working on can include (see Appendix N): 

 Self-care and daily living 

 Meaningful daily activity (see tool “A Week of Meaningful Activity” Appendix O) 

 Social relationships and networks 

 Mental health and wellness 

 Physical health and wellness 

 Substance use 

 Medication  

 Personal administration and money management 

 Risk of harm to self or others 

 Legal 

 High-risk/exploitive situations 

 Abuse and trauma 

 Emergency services and involvement 

 Managing tenancy 

 

b) To further explore areas to work on can: 

 Use the “Readiness Ruler” Worksheet in Appendix P 

 Ask the question, “How do you think that will impact your housing”? 

 

c) Assessing Readiness for Next Phase 

 Steady progression of meeting goals and articulating what they want to work on next 

 Positive responses in social situations (including knowing situations don’t want to be in) 

 No housing stability issues 
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3. Promoting Self Awareness 

In this stage you are continuing the work with the individualized housing support 

coordination plan with a focus on self-assessment (what caused you to become homeless), 

triggers (what happened in past, present and how handle in future) and confidence (identify 

changes, be affirming about willing to try – not necessarily achieving).  You also begin 

setting the stage for greater independence.  HBSW should introduce the transition plan at 

this point (see Appendix R) as the participant has been able to progress and there is still 

considerable time to continue working together. 

 

Assessing Readiness for Next Phase 

 Discussions are more often than not in the future tense 

 Demonstrated control of decisions, housing and social relations 

 Sense of responsibility for action is clear 

 

4. Recognizing Self Management  

This stage focuses on self management including control, self-accountability and optimism.    

Continue working with the individualized housing support coordination plan (see Appendix 

F).   Complete and discuss the Quality of Life Survey in Appendix Q as a tool for a support 

discussion.  Continue discussing the Transition Plan (see Appendix R). 
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Assessing Readiness for Next Phase 

 Discussions are more often than not in the future tense 

 Demonstrated control of decisions, housing and social relations 

 Sense of responsibility for action is clear 

 

5. Reframing/Rebuilding 

This is the integrative phase with a focus on physical and social infrastructure, relationship 

management, purpose and identity and greater independence.  In this phase you complete 

the Transition Plan with the person you are supporting (see Appendix R).  The HBSW will 

reduce support significantly by the end of this phase but be ready to re-engage if necessary.  

It is recognized that some people will require longer and/or on-going support (particularly in 

CHPI Supportive Housing which may continue to be housing support coordination or other 

forms of on-site support). 

 

Assessing Readiness for Transitioning 

 Has continued to pay rent and utilities on time and in full 

 No issues with landlord or neighbours (e.g., not damaging units, managing behaviour of 

guests and is not disrupting enjoyment of other tenants in the complex) 

 Has family/friends as they would like them which provide a degree of support 

 Has changed/recreated social relations that may have jeopardized housing 

 Has consistently demonstrated the ability to set and achieve goals independent of your 

involvement 

 

Transitioning - Planned 

 Once someone is ready to transition, the HBSW will discuss with their supervisor/team 

lead for approval. 

 Once approved, the worker will hold a final meeting and provide the participant with a 

letter and close the file (see sample letter in Appendix S1) 

 

Transitioning – Not Planned 

 If the participant has disengaged from their HBSW prior to completion of the Transition 

Plan (see Appendix R), discuss with your supervisor/team lead. 

 After all attempts to re-engage have been made, the final step is to send a letter to 

request the participant meet with the supervisor/team lead (see sample letter in 

Appendix S2). 

 If the participant does not respond to this letter, a letter confirming the end of support 

is delivered and the file is closed (see sample letter in Appendix S3).     
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Appendix A - Progressive Engagement 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A fully coordinated housing stability system is based on three main factors: 

 

1. A common understanding of the role and function that each program area plays in a system 

that is designed to end homelessness. 

 

2. A progressive engagement model of service delivery where people are supported to access 

the right housing resources, at the right time, based on their depth of need or acuity – so 

not "first come, first served" but offering resources in the following order, deepening the 

engagement and services offered as needed: 

 Level 1: "self directed" housing resources (e.g., housing hubs) 

 Level 2: "light" housing resources – (e.g., phone or on-site support) 

 Level 3: "shorter term housing support coordination (e.g., mobile housing help plus) 

 Level 4: "longer term housing support coordination (e.g., supportive housing)  

 

3. When demand for service in our "intensive" programs exceeds capacity, we create priority 

lists not chronological lists. 
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Appendix B – RACI Tool 
 

RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed) can be a helpful tool in identifying 

roles and responsibilities when supporting a person as a team or across multiple systems and 

agencies.  Refer to links below for additional information: 

 

 Understanding Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RACI Matrix) 
http://project-management.com/understanding-responsibility-assignment-matrix-raci-
matrix/  
 

 Responsibility Charting PowerPoint 
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKah
UKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments
%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2
520-
%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjC
NGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw  
 

 RACI 101 Video (5 min) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1U2gngDxFkc  

http://project-management.com/understanding-responsibility-assignment-matrix-raci-matrix/
http://project-management.com/understanding-responsibility-assignment-matrix-raci-matrix/
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKahUKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2520-%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjCNGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKahUKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2520-%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjCNGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKahUKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2520-%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjCNGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKahUKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2520-%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjCNGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKahUKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2520-%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjCNGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CFwQFjAKahUKEwjU5o_w8IfGAhVKDZIKHeYgACU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecqi.org%2FDocuments%2Fcommunity%2FSouth%2520Western%2FWessex%2520Branch%2FCQI%2520Wessex%2520-%2520RACI%2520approach%25207Sep10.pdf&ei=PJ95VdTYKsqayATmwYCoAg&usg=AFQjCNGB-h9l1we3r4Dn4DPgKIjjwO0Y2Q&sig2=sMTOOzwbBFIlmXuor2ClBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1U2gngDxFkc
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Appendix C1 – Monthly Reporting Form for STEP Home 
  

Organization:_________________________ Program:__________________________ Worker:__________________________  Supervisor Approval:____________________ 

Name Date 
Started 

SPDAT 
score@ 
Intake 

Date 
Housed 

Type of 
Housing 

Move-In 
Inspection 

Keep 
My 
Housing 

SPDAT 
Move-
In 

Lease Budget Crisis 
Plan 

Be 
Aware 

Support 
Plan 

Guest 
Policy 

Frame 
Work 
# At 

SPDAT 
score3 
Months 

SPDAT 
score 6 
Months 

SPDAT 
score 9 
Months 

SPDAT 
score12 
Months 

Date of 
Re-
Housing 

Type 
of 
Hosing 

Date of 
Re-
Housing 

Type of 
Housing 

Move 
On 
Form 

Transition/ 
End Date 

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

                         

 

See Fillable Form Here:   
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Appendix C2 – Monthly Reporting Form for New CHPI Supportive Housing Tenants 
  

Organization:_________________________ Program:__________________________ Supervisor Approval:____________________ 

Tenant 
Name 

Date 
Housed 
This 
Location 

Primary 
HBSW 

Baseline or 
Movie-In 
SPDAT  

Move-In 
Inspection 

Keep My 
Housing 

Lease 
+ Support 
Agreement 

Tenant 
Budget 

Crisis Plan Be Aware Support 
Plan 

Guest 
Policy 

HBS Frame 
work # at 

SPDAT 3 
Months 

SPDAT 6 
Months 

SPDAT 9 
Months 

SPDAT 12 
Months 

Move On 
Form 

Transition/ 
End Date 
for HBS 
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Appendix D – Overall PATHS Service Pathway and Staff Roles 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phase 1 is the process to assess and add someone to the PATHS Priority List and is completed 

by Street Outreach, Emergency Shelter, and/or Lutherwood Housing Centres.  If interested in a 

housing support coordination program and once document readiness completed may be 

prioritized and offered housing support coordination.  If the person is interested in the offer the 

process moves forward.  In STEP Home will sit down with their PATHS contact (i.e., Emergency 

Shelter, Street Outreach or Lutherwood Housing Centre), Housing Liaison, and Intensive 

Housing support coordination for a warm transfer meeting.  In CHPI Supportive Housing the 

person will be contacted by the housing provider directly and/or through their PATHS contact 

or Lutherwood Transition Workers for viewing and intake process.  

 

Phase 2 in STEP Home is completed by Intensive Housing support coordination and Housing 

Liaison Workers.  In CHPI Supportive Housing is completed by CHPI Supportive Housing with 

support as needed from the person’s PATHS contact or Lutherwood Transition Workers.   This 

whole phase takes place in Housing Based-Support Stage 1: Housing. 

 

Phase 3 is completed by Intensive Housing support coordination and Peer (where available) 

utilizing the Housing Support Coordinator Guide.  Progressive engagement takes place in 

Housing Based-Support Stage 1: Housing.  Coaching takes place in Housing support 

coordination Stage 2: Individual Housing support coordination Plan.  Greater Independence 

 
Eligibility 

(Add to PATHS List) 

Desire to 
Participate 

(DIP – documents in 
process) 

 
Document 
Readiness 
(5-10 max) 

 

 
    Housing  
    Search 

 
        Lease  
          Up 

 
             Move  
                In 

 
Progressive 
Engagement 

 
Coaching 

 
Greater 

Independence 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3 

Priority List, 
Support Offer 
&    Intro to HL 

& HBSW 

  
Warm  

Transfer to  

HSC   
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takes place in Housing Based Support Stages 3-5 (Self Awareness, Self Management, 

Reframe/Rebuild).  

 

Appendix E – Approximate Time at Each Stage  
 

The following picture outlines the approximately time participants/tenants may spend at each 

of the housing support coordination stages and the amount of time HSC’s will spent each week 

supporting a participant/tenant in that stage.  Note that these are estimates and actual time for 

each could be more or less. 

 

1. 

 

2.  

 

 

3. 

 

 

4. 

 

5. 
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Appendix F – Housing Support Coordinoation Plan 
 

No more than three areas of attention – all must be related to housing stability.  Consider if the 

areas are specific, can be measured, are attainable, are relevant, what is timeline, how will 

evaluate whether it is the best goal, when will we revisit goals? 

 

Area of Attention Timeline Check-in 

1.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.   
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Appendix G1 – STEP Home Minimum Requirements  

Pre-Screen Unit Checklist 
 

About this tool: This is a pre-screen unit checklist to determine if housing options for STEP 

Home participants are safe and conform with basic housing standards. This tool should be 

completed by a STEP Home team member before showing the unit to a participant.   

 

Name of STEP Home Worker: _____________________________________________ 

Address of housing unit: __________________________________________________ 

Date of Pre-screen Viewing: _______________________________________________ 

Type of Housing:  Rooming House   Shared Self-Contained Unit  Self-Contained 

*Note – All participants should have their own lease and bedroom (unless a couple).  A self-

contained unit must include ability to lock own space (which includes sleeping area, bathroom 

and cooking facilities). 

Item Yes No Comments 

Has the City identified any outstanding orders related 
to “life and safety”? Gloria.MacNeil@kitchener.ca, 

Steve.Vrentzos@kitchener.ca, ZieglerW@cambridge.ca, 
SilvaC@cambridge.ca  

   

Is there a heating source and is it working? 
   

 

Are there cooking facilities? 
   

 

Is there a kitchen sink with hot and cold running 
water?  Does the water run clear and drain quickly? 

   

Is there a bathroom sink with hot and cold running 
water?  Does the water run clear and drain quickly? 

   

Is there a working toilet? 
   

 

Is there a tub and/or shower with hot and cold 
running water?  Does the water run clear and does 
the water drain quickly? 

   

Are the windows and doors secure and operate as 
intended? 

   

Is there a working smoke detector? 
   

 

Are electric outlets working?   
   

Are there any exposed wires?    

Are there signs of infestation (e.g., mice)? 
   

 

mailto:Gloria.MacNeil@kitchener.ca
mailto:Steve.Vrentzos@kitchener.ca
mailto:ZieglerW@cambridge.ca
mailto:SilvaC@cambridge.ca
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Appendix G2 - Move-In Inspection Form 
 

About this tool: This is a checklist tenants can use to conduct a move-in inspection.  It could be 

used by a more assertive client to negotiate repairs, but is also a way for tenants to document 

problems to prevent being charged for pre-existing damage.  Though units with health and 

safety problems are unacceptable, many low-income individuals must accept housing with 

some deficiencies (e.g., scuffed floors, torn carpet).  As a result, they are more vulnerable to 

losing a damage deposit, making it more difficult to accumulate the damage deposit for the 

next apartment. 

Directions:  This worksheet is designed to help you inspect your apartment when you move in.  

Examine everything on this list and write down ALL the problems you see.  This is important for 

two reasons.  First, the list can help you get your damage deposit back when you move out 

because it shows that you were not responsible for the problems on the list.  Second, you and 

your landlord can talk about what problems should be fixed and when.   

Ask your landlord to inspect the unit with you and initial the items he/she agrees to repair.  Be 

sure that you both sign and date the form.  If your landlord cannot conduct the inspection with 

you, send a completed copy to him/her and ask that he/she sign it and return it to you.  You 

may also want to provide a copy to your support worker.  Remember to keep a copy of this 

form so that you have proof of any pre-existing damage when you are ready to move out. 

Move-in inspection for: ___________________________________________________ 

                                      (Address of apartment) 

Item Yes No N/A Comments 

KITCHEN 

Is there adequate lighting in the kitchen?     

Is there a working electrical outlet?     

Is there a sink with hot and cold running water?  

Does the water drain quickly? 

    

Is the stove in good working condition?  
(Do the burners work?  Does the oven work?  If it’s a gas 

stove, do you smell gas when the stove is turned off?  

Are there any broken or missing parts?) 

    

Is the refrigerator in good working condition?  
(Do the refrigerator and the freezer seem cold enough?  

Are there any broken or missing parts?)   
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Item Yes No N/A Comments 

If there is a dishwasher, is it in good working 

condition? 

    

If there is a garbage disposal, does it work?     

BATHROOM 

Is the toilet in adequate condition? 
 (Flush the toilet—Does it empty? Does it fill?  Does the 

water keep running after the bowl fills?  Does it look like 

there have been leaks around the toilet?  Where is the shut-

off valve; does it work?) 

    

Is there a sink with hot and cold running water?  

Does the water drain quickly? 

    

Is there a tub and/or shower with hot and cold 

running water?  Does the water drain quickly? 

    

Is there ventilation from a fan or window in the 

bathroom? 

    

GENERAL UNIT CONDITION 

If there is air conditioning, does it work?       

Does the furnace work? 
(If it’s cold enough outside for the furnace to be turned on, 

is there enough heat?  Too much?  Is the apartment 

temperature hotter or colder than the thermostat setting?) 

    

Do all of the windows open and close? 

Do the windows have working locks?   

    

Are any of the windows broken?  Are any of the 

storm windows or screens broken or missing? 

    

Do all windows have curtains, blinds, shades, or 

other coverings? 

    

Is there a working deadbolt lock on the 

front/back door of the apartment?  

    

Do you see any water stains on the walls or 

ceilings?  If so, has the leak been fixed? 

    

If there are hardwood floors, do you see any 

deep scratches, burns, black marks, or places 

where the wood is worn down?   

    

Are there any holes or large cracks in the walls or 

ceiling?   
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Item Yes No N/A Comments 

Are there places where the paint is peeling or 

flaking?  
(If so, find out if the unit was built before 1978.  If so, and if 

children will be living in the unit, repair of the paint is very 

important because it could cause lead poisoning.) 

    

Does the unit have a working smoke detector?  

(Ask how you can test it) 

    

Do you see any exposed wires, missing light 

switch or outlet covers, or broken or missing 

ceiling lights? 

    

Is there any evidence of bugs or rodents?     

GENERAL BUILDING CONDITION     

Is there a fire exit that is easily accessible?     

Is there adequate lighting in the stairwells and 

hallways? 

    

Are the stairwells and hallways free of garbage, 

graffiti, and hazards? 

    

Are the mailboxes locked and in good condition?     

Are there problems with the yard:  trash, broken 

fence, hazardous sidewalk, etc.? 

    

 

 

We agree that the information above accurately represents the condition of the unit when the 

tenant moved in.  The landlord agrees to make the repairs initialed on this form.  The landlord 

and tenant each received a copy of this form. 

 

 

_____________________________________________   _____________ 

Tenant Signature                              Date 

 

 

_____________________________________________     _____________ 

Landlord Signature      Date 
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Appendix H – Keeping My Housing 
 

What are three things that might happen in the next two days that might impact my housing 

and what will I do? 

What Might Happen What I Will Do 

1.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.   
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Appendix I – What Does My Lease Say? 
 

About this tool: This tool provides participants/tenants with a way to summarize, in their own 

words, the lease violations that could result in eviction.  However, it is recommended that 

participants/tenants complete this tool with their support worker or someone else qualified 

(e.g., Community Legal Services) to help them interpret the lease language. 

Directions:   Bring a copy of your lease to your support worker so that you can review it 

together.  Use this worksheet to write down the rules about your lease, and keep it in your files 

so you can review it if you need to.  It is important that you understand your lease, because if 

you break any of the rules, you could be charged extra fees or even evicted.   

PAYING FOR MY APARTMENT 

How much rent do I pay each month? 
 

 

When is my rent due each month? 
 

 

Where do I send my rent payment? 

 

 

 

How much is the damage/security deposit?  

If the rent is late, is there a late fee?  How 

much is the late fee? 

 

 

 

When does the landlord start charging a 

late fee?   

 

 

 

If my check bounces, does that mean it’s a 

late payment? 

 

 

 

When does the landlord start eviction if the 

rent is not paid? 
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What utilities do I have to pay? 

 

 

 

 

What else do I have to pay? (For example, 

extra charge for pets, garage, laundry, key 

deposit, service fee if my check bounces?) 

 

 

RULES FOR MY APARTMENT 

What are the rules about noise?  

 

 

 

 

What pets are allowed? (kind of pet, 

number of pets, size of pets) 

 

 

 

 

Are there rules about how I have to do my 

housecleaning?  Do I have to do any yard 

work? 

 

 

 

 

What happens if something breaks or 

someone damages my apartment?  What 

should I do? 

 

 

 

 

Can the landlord come into my apartment 

anytime he wants to? 

 

 

 

What are the rules about someone living 

with me?  How long can someone visit me 

(if they aren’t living with me)? 

 

What happens if there is a police call to my 

apartment or someone in my family is 

arrested? 

 

What happens If someone in my apartment 

uses illegal drugs? 
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How long is my lease?  What happens if I 

want to move before my lease is up? 
 

What happens when my lease expires? 

 

 

 

If I want to move out, how soon do I have to 

tell my landlord? 

 

 

 

What do I have to do to get my damage 

deposit back? 
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Appendix J – Waterloo-Wellington Crisis Recovery Support Plan 

Crisis Recovery Support Plan (CRSP)                                            
Agency ID N0.:       

Date:        
  
Updated:        

 

Part 1 - Background Information.  Please print in black ink or type  

This form is voluntary in nature. Individuals are encouraged to fill as much of the form as they 

are able. The more complete the information the better others may be able to assist you. 

Name:      

 

Gender:   M       F    

 

Health Card Number (optional): 

 

Address: (include rural emergency number) Phone Number: 
 
Permission to call at home:                     Yes   No  
Permission to leave message at home: Yes   No  

Postal Code:  Date of Birth (day/month/year)   

Family Doctor:  
 
Is s/he part of a Family Health Team?   Yes    No  
 
Psychiatrist:  
 

Phone Number:  
 
After Hours Phone Number:  
 
 

Name of Pharmacy:    
 
Location:                                                                                            Phone Number:  

Emergency Contact(s):                                                                          
Include Power of Attorney (POA) or Substitute Decision-Maker (SDM) if applicable 
   
  Name: Phone Number: Relationship: 
1.    
   
    
2.             
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List  Supports:                           
Please include your support worker, if applicable.   
    
  Name                                               Relationship: Phone Number:                            
  

1.     

   

    

2.     

   

    

3.     

   

    
Relevant health Information.  Include allergies, medication: 

 

 

Other Pertinent Information:   

 

 

 

Part 2 – Signs that I want support 

1. What am I like when I am feeling well? 
 

2. What are my ‘triggers’?  
 

3. What are my early warning signs that I need support from others? 
 
 
 
 

4. How will I let people know I need their support? i.e. activate my plan 
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5. What does the term crisis mean to me? How do I know when I am in crisis? 
 
 
 
 

6. How can I take care of myself when I am feeling less well or in crisis? (self-interventions) 

7. What is not helpful when I am in crisis? What should others avoid doing? 
 
 

Part 3 – Help from family, friends, neighbours or others   
 
1. Name:  _________________Connection/Role:  _____________ Contact info: ____________ 
Specific Tasks for this person: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Name: _________________Connection/Role: _____________ Contact info: _____________ 
Specific Tasks for this person: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Name: _________________ Connection/Role: _____________ Contact info: _____________ 
Specific Tasks for this person: 
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Part 4 – Help from Service Providers – Community Services 

1. Name: _________________ Connection/Role: _____________ Contact info: _____________ 
Specific Tasks for this agency/service: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Name:  _________________Connection/Role:  _____________Contact info: ____________ 
Specific Tasks for this agency/service: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Name:  _________________Connection/Role:  _____________Contact info: ____________ 
Specific Tasks for this agency/service: 
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Part 5– Residential or Hospital Services  

Note: This section is optional and for individuals who have accessed hospital or residential 

services during a crisis.  

 

1.  If I want/need crisis respite, residential treatment or hospitalization (living away from my 

home) I want the following considered.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 6: Sharing the Plan 
It is recommended you provide your CRSP to everyone mentioned in your plan. 

Copies have been sent to the following supporters/agencies.  

  ____________________________   _________________________ 

  ____________________________   _________________________ 

  ____________________________   _________________________ 

  ____________________________   _________________________ 

 
____________________________________                  ________________________________ 
Signature of: Individual or Substitute Decision Maker             Date: yy/mm/dd 
 

Part 7: Updating the Plan 

Date of Crisis Recovery Support Plan last revised/update received: 

     (yy/mm/dd)                                                   (Initials) 

_______________________________/___________________ 

_______________________________/___________________ 

_______________________________/___________________ 
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Part 8: Evaluating the Crisis Services 

I am willing to be contacted to provide input into an evaluation of Crisis Recovery Support Plan. 
 
Yes       No  
 
 
If you are sharing your CRSP information with the crisis system, please send a copy to:   
 
CMHA Waterloo Wellington Dufferin 
67 King Street East 
Kitchener, ON  
N2G 2K4 
Fax: 519-744-0140 
 
 
 

Note:  
The CRSP was developed by the Waterloo-Wellington-Dufferin Regional Crisis System. If you 
have any questions regarding the form or guidelines contact us at: 67 King Street East, 
Kitchener, ON  N2G 2K4 Phone: 519-744-7645, Ext 4008. 
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Appendix K – Budget 
 

The Honest Monthly Budget 

Version_______________________   Date___________________________ 

The things I have to spend money on: The formal ways I get money are: 

Rent: Job: 

Utilities: Social Assistance: 

Food:  Pension: 

Other: Other: 

Other: Other: 

Other: Other: 

TOTAL TOTAL 

 

Other areas I spend money on: The informal ways I get money are: 

Child Support: Odd Jobs: 

Debts: Day Labour: 

Cigarettes:  Treasure Hunting: 

Coffee: Binning/Bottling: 

Alcohol/Other Drugs: Babysitting: 

Health Stuff: Friends/Family: 

Household Stuff: Busking: 

Friends/Kids: Panhandling: 

Cable/Internet: Honorariums: 

Transportation: Theft/Pawning: 

Legal Stuff/Fines: Gambling: 

Sex: Sex Work/Drug Running/Dealing: 

Gambling: Other: 

Other: Other: 

TOTAL TOTAL 

 

All the things I spend money on =  

 

All the ways I get money =  

 

Positive (                )   Negative (            )   Difference =  
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Appendix L – “Be Aware” Assessment and Plan 
 

DIMENSION 1: OBSERVED & KNOWN BEHAVIOUR YES NO 

Does the individual demonstrate self-neglect? (e.g., inability to meet one's needs of 
daily living; practice good hygiene; etc.)   

Does the individual demonstrate anti-social behaviours?   
Does the individual threaten violence or engage in other aggressive behaviour (e.g., 
posturing, challenging, demonstrate toughness by punching or kicking inanimate 
objects, etc.) 

  

Is the individual violent (e.g., engage in physical altercations which may include 
domestic violence, use weapons, etc.)   

Has the individual made racist, homophobic, sexist and/or other discriminatory 
comments towards particular groups or individuals?   

Does the individual self-harm?   
Does the individual bully others?   
Has the individual attempted suicide at any point in the last three years or 
expressed suicidal thoughts within the past 12 months?   

Does the individual harass other sexually or demonstrate sexual aggression up to 
and including rape?   

Does the individual abuse children?   
Does the individual manipulate others - through physical or verbal means - for their 
own personal gain?   

Is the individual abused by others?   
Is the individual harassed by others?   
Is the individual manipulated by others?   
Is the individual bullied by others?   
Does the individual exhibit attention seeking behaviour?   
Has the individual changed their routine in the past month?   
Does the individual have difficulty expressing emotion verbally, especially when 
angry or upset?   

Does the individual respond normally to stimuli experienced in day to day life? (e.g., 
happiness at good life moments; laughter when there is a joke; sadness when 
something bad happens in life; pain when hurt) 

  

Do others have a negative reaction to the individual's behaviour?   
Does the individual frequently fall?   
Does the individual start fires?   
Does the individual destroy property?   
Is the individual at risk of eviction?   
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DIMENSION 2: BEHAVIOURAL INFLUENCES YES NO 

Are any "yeses" above related to use of substances including alcohol?   
Are any "yeses" above related to compromised mental wellness?   
Are any "yeses" above related to compromised physical wellness?   
Is the individual aware of what triggers certain "yes" behaviours?   
Does the individual have strategies and coping skills to decrease the "yes" 
behaviours?   

Does the individual demonstrate remorse if their behaviour impacts others or hurts 
themselves?   

Does the individual accept responsibility for his/her behaviour?   
Is the individual aware of certain environments that affect his/her behaviour? (e.g., 
noise; around people using drugs; confined spaces; hot room; institutional settings; 
group gatherings; etc.) 

  

   DIMENSION 3: CONFLICT WITH THE LAW YES NO 

Has the individual ever been incarcerated for a violent offence?   
Has the individual ever been incarcerated for a sexual offence?   
Has the individual ever been incarcerated for kidnapping or confinement of an 
individual?   

Are there any legal restrictions in place on where the individual may (or may not) 
live? (may include conditions of release or parole, restraining orders, etc.)   

Have any of the offences or restrictions occurred within the past 10 years?   

   DIMENSION 4: INTERACTION WITH HEALTH, MENTAL HEALTH, 
BEHAVIOURAL & ADDICTION RESOURCES 

YES NO 

Does the individual have any medical condition that impacts their impulse control or 
cognitive functioning and reasoning? (e.g., Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder; brain 
injury; organic brain disorders) 

  

Has the individual been involuntarily admitted to a mental health facility within the 
past three years?   

Has the individual voluntarily admitted themselves to a mental health facility in the 
last year?   

Has the individual ever been ordered to attend anger management classes?   
Has the individual ever been ordered to a service to address their substance use?   
Does the individual have a Community Treatment Order?   
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DIMENSION 5: ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE USE YES NO 

Does the individual use alcohol or substances while having a co-occurring physical 
health issue?   

Does the individual use alcohol or substances while having a co-occurring mental 
health issue?   

Does the individual use substances intravenously?   
Does the individual use safe and sterile products for their consumption?   
Does the individual safely dispose of their bottles, needles, etc. after consumption?   
Does the individual most frequently use alone?   
Has the individual had one or more overdose in the past 12 months?   

   
DIMENSION 6: SITUATIONAL RESPONSE YES NO 

Does the individual have a consistent negative response to men?   
Does the individual have a consistent negative response to women?   
Does the individual have a consistent negative response to younger workers 
(approximately under the age of 30)?   

Does the individual have a consistent negative response to older workers 
(approximately 55 years of age and older)?   

Does the individual have a consistent negative response to people of a specific race 
or ethnicity?   

Does the individual have a consistent negative response to people engaging with 
them one on one?   

Does the individual have a consistent negative response to people when meeting 
with two or more workers at a time?   

Does the individual have a consistent negative response when in a particular 
environment (e.g., at a doctor's office; in their apartment; on the bus)?   

Does the individual have a consistent negative response to behavioural issues 
being discussed?   

   
DIMENSION 7: POPULATIONS AT RISK YES NO 

Is the individual a risk to themselves?   
Is the individual a risk to other people that they live with or near?   
Is the individual a risk to visitors of the other people they live with or near?   
Is the individual a risk to other clients that are involved with the program?   
Is the individual a risk to staff?   
Is the individual a risk to property?   
Is the individual a risk to the general public?   
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RISK MINIMIZATION PLAN 

 

The worker and the client should work together to develop a risk minimization plan for those elements 
for the risk assessment where there was a “yes”. 

The risk minimization plan is an iterative process – it is unlikely to be created in one sitting.  It is often 
through a series of conversations that the risk minimization plan becomes fully developed.  The 
development of the plan can lead to contemplation of changes in the individual’s life and may have 
elements that become integrated into the service plan. 

For each area where there is a perceived risk: 

 Try to define what exactly the risk is. 

 Try to determine exactly when the risk is most likely going to result in harmful action. 

 Try to figure out what process, technology or people can be put into place to minimize the risk. 

 Focus on changing the behaviour – not the person. 

 Use a strength-based approach to highlight how the individual can be successful in altering their 
behaviour 
 

RISK MINIMIZATION PLAN 

What Exactly is the 
Risk? 

Who is at Risk? In which situations is 
the Risk most likely 
going to result in 
negative action? 

What process, 
technology or people 
need to be put into 
place to reduce the 
Risk? 
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Appendix M – Personal Guest Policy 
 

 

What time of the day will you allow friends and family to come over? 

 

 

 

Is there anybody that you do not want to come over? 

 

 

 

What are your house rules? (e.g., don’t yell; only people I know can come over to my home; be 

respectful in the hallways; can people eat your food or use your things; take off your shoes; 

etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

How will you manage guests that get out of hand? 

 

 

 

 

If someone wants to sleep on your floor or couch and your lease does not allow it, how will you 

deal with that and not put your own housing at risk? 

 

 

 

 

What’s the best part of having your own place that you don’t want guests to screw up on you? 
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Appendix N – Areas to Consider for Housing Support Coordination Plan 
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Appendix O – A Week of Meaningful Activity 
 

Name: 
 

Version: Date: 

 

Day of the 
Week 

       

 
 
 
 
Morning 
 
 
 
 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

 
 
 
 
Afternoon 
 
 
 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

Appointments: 
 
 
 
Other things I 
plan to do: 

 
Evening 
 
 
 
 

Things I plan to 
do: 

Things I plan to 
do: 

Things I plan to 
do: 

Things I plan to 
do: 

Things I plan to 
do: 

Things I plan to 
do: 

Things I plan to 
do: 

What was 
the best 
thing about 
the day? 
 
 

       

What could 
have been 
better 
about the 
day? 
 

       

 
Other Notes and Reminders for the Week Ahead: 
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Appendix P – The Readiness Ruler Worksheet 
 

Area in which I would like to make change in my life: 

 

Circle the number under each of the questions below (with 1 being “not at all” and 10 being 

“couldn’t be more”). 

 

1. How important is it to you to make change in this part of your life? 

 

 

 

2. How ready are you to make change in this part of your life? 

 

 

 

 

3. How confident are you to make change in this part of your life? 

 

 

 

 

Identify below your “why” it’s important to you or any other notes you would like to make: 
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Appendix Q – Quality of Life Survey 
 

There are two sets of questions in the survey.  In the first set of questions, we want to better 

understand changes to your quality of life since becoming housed.  The second set of questions 

we want to understand how certain behaviors in your life may have changes since becoming 

housed.  Please be honest.  Nothing you say will negatively impact the supports you receive, 

nor will it result in you being evicted or losing your supports.  This survey is only one page long 

and takes 5-10 minutes to complete. 

 

Compared to when you were homeless, since you 
have been housed has: 

Improved 
Stayed the 

Same 
Gotten 
Worse 

The amount you sleep… + = - 

Your stress level… + = - 

Your outlook on life… + = - 

Your physical health… + = - 

The amount of food you eat… + = - 

The quality of food you eat… + = - 

Your friendships or relationships with family… + = - 

Your overall mental health… + = - 

How you feel about the future… + = - 

Your happiness… + = - 

Your safety    

 

The next questions are about certain behaviors, comparing when you were homeless to now 

that you are housed.  Circle N/A if it didn’t happen when you were homeless and it hasn’t 

happened since you were housed. 

 

Compared to when you were homeless, since 
you have been housed has: 

Gone 
Down 

Stayed 
the Same 

Gone Up N/A 

The number of interactions with police… + = - N/A 

The number of nights spent in jail… + = - N/A 

The number of ambulance rides to hospital… + = - N/A 

The number of visits to the ER at the hospital… + = - N/A 

The amount that you drink… + = - N/A 

The amount of drugs that you use… + = - N/A 

How frequently you get high… + = - N/A 

The number of different admissions in hospital… + = - N/A 

The length of time spent in hospital… + = - N/A 
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Appendix R – Transition Plan 
 

 

Name: Date of Birth: 

 

Address: 

Emergency/Medical Contacts: 
 
1. 

 

Telephone: 

2. 

 

Telephone: 

3. 

 

Telephone: 

 

I will continue to pay rent by making sure I do the following things:    

             

              

 

I will make sure that I don’t get kicked out of my apartment by:     

             

              

 

I am ready to live with greater independence and without Housing First supports because 

             

              

 

The areas in my life that I am still working on are:       
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I am going to work on these areas by:        

             

              

 

Signs that my housing is becoming unstable are:       

             

              

 

If my housing is becoming unstable I will:        

             

              

  

Signs my housing is unstable are:         

             

              

 

If my housing is unstable I will:         

             

              

 

I am confident that I have the skills to: 

Clean my apartment YES NO 
Go grocery shopping YES NO 
Pay my rent YES NO 
Speak with my landlord YES NO 
Do laundry YES NO 
Budget YES NO 
Pay my other bills YES NO 
Be a responsible tenant YES NO 
Set goals for myself & take action YES NO 
Problem solve with a level-head YES NO 
Keep my emotions in check when frustrated/angry YES NO 
Follow my crisis plan when necessary YES NO 
Make appointments & keep them YES NO 
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Follow doctor’s instructions YES NO N/A 
Follow psychiatrists instructions YES NO N/A 
Take my medicine YES NO N/A 
Refill my medicine YES NO N/A 
Have fun without creating problems YES NO 
Fill my days with things that make me happy YES NO 
Invite guests over and know when to ask them to leave YES NO 
Seek out help when I need it YES NO 
Keep my apartment YES NO 

 

Comments:            

              

 

I consider the following people to be part of my support network, and recognize that my 

housing support worker will no longer be part of my support network: 

 

Name:              

Phone:              

Name:              

Phone:              

Name:              

Phone:              

 

Should I ever receive an eviction notice or be told by my landlord that I need to leave, I will: 

             

             

              

 

I would like my exit plan shared with my support network and other organizations, as deemed 

appropriate by my worker. Yes   No   

 

 

Participant Signature:       Date:     

 

 

Intensive Case Manager Signature:     Date:     
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Appendix S1 – Sample Planned Transition Letter 
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Appendix S2 – Sample Letter Requesting Meeting with Supervisor/Team 

Lead as Final Attempt at Re-Engagement 
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Appendix S3 – Sample Letter for Ending Support When Unable to Re-

Engage 
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Appendix T – Housing Support Coordination Document Check-List 

 
Document checklist – Phase 1 

 Moving Inspection Form  

 Keeping My Housing  

 Full SPDAT at Move-in 

 CHAC application, if not already completed 

 What Does My Lease Say  

 Crisis Plan  

 Budget  

 The “Be Aware” Assessment and Plan  

 Personal Guest Policy  

 Housing-Based Support Plan  

 Full SPDAT at One-Month 

 

Document checklist – Phase 2 

 Full SPDAT 

 Housing-Based Support Plan 

 Areas to Consider Working On  

 Meaningful Daily Activity  

 Use the Readiness Worksheet  

 

Document checklist – Phase 3 

 Transition Plan  

 Continue to work on the Housing-Based Support Plan  

 Crisis Plan  

 SPDAT 

 

Document checklist – Phase 4 

 Continue to work on the Housing-Based Support Plan  

 Continue to discuss the Quality of Life Survey  

 Continue to discuss the Transition Plan  

 SPDAT 

 

Document checklist – Phase 5 

 Transition Plan  

 Crisis Plan  

 SPDAT 


